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behavior through instrumented client machines have been
conducted on personal computers [4, 7], such an approach has
not been applied to smartphone devices.
Our proposed architecture fills this gap by providing a
light-weight client-side application that can be installed on a
user’s smartphone and collect data without interfering with
the normal use of the device. Our work builds on previous
observational data collection efforts conducted at Carnegie
Mellon University. The project, called the Security Behavior
Observatory (SBO), implemented a similar client-server architecture for collecting data on user interactions with their
home computer [4]. Based on lessons learned from the SBO
study, we design our system to collect data only on metrics
that were found to capture a depth of insight into user behavior, specifically, data on the user’s web browsing, different
application usage, and the installation of new applications.
This limits the amount of data collected, while providing a
similar level of insight into user behavior as the desktop SBO
version. This design enables the application to be deployed
on mobile devices with fewer computing resources than personal computers, and to remain invisible to the user while
conducting background data collection.
With the data collected through our Mobile Security Behavior Observatory (MSBO), we will be able to investigate,
at scale, how users interact with their mobile devices, and, for
instance, to build on previous studies that predict whether a
user will be exposed to malicious web content [2, 3, 5, 8, 9].
With a larger, more diverse participant pool, we will be able
to further identify behavioral differences across cultures and
devices. Beyond investigating security issues, our work will
hopefully provide a blueprint for empirical smartphone user
research across a broad spectrum of disciplines.

Rather than due to a lack of security enforcement mechanisms,
security issues often result from a combination of attacker
deception and user inability to follow proper security precautions. In the case of smartphone security, the centralized app
store model, through which the majority of software is delivered to users, provides substantial protections by filtering out
(most) malware. As such, the security of a smartphone device significantly relies on user decision-making; where they
download their applications from, which links they choose to
follow, which websites they visit. To observe these decisions,
we develop a mobile security behavior observatory (MSBO)
platform for smartphone devices predicated on previous work
studying the behavior of home computer users [4]. Through
the platform, participants consent to smartphone use data
collection, and also elect to receive questionnaires on their
device. This paper describes our architecture, reports initial
engagement results, and discusses how we plan on using the
MSBO for future user studies.
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Introduction and Related Work

Over the past decade, the penetration of mobile devices in
the global market and the use of these devices to connect
to the internet has grown to the extent that mobile internet
use has exceeded that of personal computers [1, 10]. With
these trends projected to increase over the next five years, it
is vital for researchers to understand how users interact with
their mobile devices and how their behavior differs from that
on desktop computers. While observational studies of user
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Data Collection

The MSBO is a client-server architecture where participants
install a “sensor” app on their smartphones. The app captures multiple user metrics to assess security, and uploads
the captured data to a central server. We target Android OS
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Data

Description

Web browsing
behavior
App usage
Installed apps

Navigation URLs, anchor tag text (Chrome
browser, and Chrome component apps)
App usage history and activity history
Installed app list: name, hash values, certificates
Network type (cell, wi-fi), public IP address
URLs embedded in SMS messages and
fuzzy hashes of these messages
Device name, OS version, and patch level
Third-party market app installation.

Network type
SMS
Device info.
Other

The Internet

Web Browsing/
App Usage Data
Sensor
App

Sensor
App

Sensor
App

…
Smartphone

Smartphone
Smartphone

Table 1: Collected data.

Figure 1: Data flow between sensor app and collection server.

versions 6, 7, 9, and 10; Android is not only the most popular smartphone operating system, but also provide flexible
monitoring functionalities for app developers. Tab. 1 lists the
data the MSBO collects. Users reportedly install malicious
apps through web downloads, in-app installs, and SMS links.
Thus, we capture both web browsing behavior, and app usage
and installation history. We capture URLs in SMS messages,
along with fuzzy hashes of the corresponding messages. We
are also interested in app installation activity from third-party
stores. Finally, we collect device and network information, including IP addresses, to understand whether user environment
plays a role in malware distribution.
Besides the data collection process, participants can selfreport malicious web sites or message uploading screenshots
via the app interface. The app also disseminates optional
weekly technology survey URLs, and shares survey results
graphically.
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Figure 2: App Configuration.
Google Safe Browsing). Most apps (e.g., Chrome, SMS, ...)
fire AccessibilityEvents to communicate UI changes to the
Accessibility Service.
The MSBO app binds its own Data Collection Service to
the Accessibility Service. That way, as long as the user grants
Accessibility Service permission to the MSBO app, the Data
Collection Service can capture whatever text is displayed in
the app the user is running; e.g., the URL in the navigation
bar, any anchor text in the browser, or any URL in an SMS.
The second major component of the MSBO is a DataUpload Worker. This worker, under Android’s WorkerManager,
uploads collected data as a background service. These uploads are scheduled, deferrable, asynchronous tasks, and are
resilient to app crashes or device restarts.

Data Flow

Fig. 1 presents the data flow between our sensor apps and the
data collection server. Participants install the sensor app from
Google Play, and then the app monitor other apps as a background app. It has two monitoring functionalities: realtime
display inspection and periodic data collection. The sensor
app starts capturing display text when users run specific apps
such as Google Chrome, SMS, and Settings, and stores the
data in the database. The app also periodically collects app
usage history and install apps. The client app uploads the data
stored in the database when the internet connection is available. The entire collection and update processes are entirely
transparent to the user and do not affect their usual users’
activities.
Fig 2 shows the sensor app configuration. Our sensor app
extensively relies on Android’s Accessibility Service, which
is designed to provide alternative navigation feedback to applications installed on Android devices. For example, the
Accessibility Service can be used to convert text to speech, or
to warn of malicious web sites in addition to other tools (e.g.,
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User Study Methodology

We do not incent user participation with financial rewards. Instead, we offer popular anime character icons to participants;
users can directly interact with these characters through the
phone UI. As users continue participating, their characters can
display additional emotions, and feature new color schemes
and other decorative add-ons as rewards.
We recruit users through the websites of eight Japanese organizations which participate in this research project. We then
2
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we do not communicate with participants at this point. We use
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minors from participating.
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When participants download the app and start it, it displays
this research overview, the data collection agreement, and the
consent form. At that point, participants can self report their
age, so that we can further screen out minors. Participants
also have the option of leaving this study after reading the
conditions. We only start the data collection process after
participants understand and consent to the terms.
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